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From Lives of Lethargy to Lives that Matter - Part 1/6 
 

Werner Erhard

Very few books have changed my life. The New Testament, the Bhagavad-Gita, the Tao Teh 
Ching, and the Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna are a few.

And then there's one that isn't ostensibly spiritual, although of course it is: A little booklet 
published by the Hunger Project in 1977, called The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose 
Time Has Come, (1) which I've read countless times and many times when I want inspiration.

That booklet was written by Werner Erhard, the founder of the est Training and the Hunger 
Project. Even the way it starts out has burned itself into my memory, so compelling are the 
words:

"You and I want our lives to matter. We want our lives to make a real difference - to be of 
genuine consequence in the world.

"We know that there is no satisfaction in merely going through the motions, even if these 
motions make us successful or even if we have arranged to make those motions 
pleasant.

"We want to know we have had some impact on the world. In fact, you and I want to 
contribute to the quality of life. We want to make the world work."

Not only have people reading this article the desire to contribute to the quality of life and make 
the world work; this generation has also agreed to soul contracts negotiated with the celestials 
and the Divine Mother to play a part in making that world work.
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That's the job we took on in the beginning, whether that was thousands of years ago or 
immediately before this lifetime.

We want our lives to matter. We want the world to work - for everyone.

For Werner, wanting our lives to matter, to work out, went on within a world situation in which 15 
million of us died of hunger each year.

For us, the figures are much larger, and they include people dying from, not only hunger, but 
also wars, poor water and sanitation, manmade pandemics, neglect, crime, drugs and so on.

"Starvation both maintains and dramatizes a world that does not work," Werner wrote.  
Nonetheless, he also saw it as an opportunity "to get beyond merely defending what we 
have, beyond the futility of self-interest, beyond the hopelessness of clinging to opinions 
and making gestures."

Werner starts by examining the examiner:

"Look inside yourself ... at the ground of being that gives rise to your actions, thoughts, 
and feelings. Look specifically at the unconscious, unexamined assumptions and beliefs 
which limit and shape our response to hunger and starvation. This is the territory we are 
going to cross."

Of course you and I have been engaged for years now, looking at our unconscious assumptions 
and beliefs so it isn't as if we're starting from scratch. We've cleared ourselves of many of what 
the Company of Heaven called "false grids," which Werner called "unconscious, unexamined 
assumptions and beliefs."

This territory that Werner laid out is the territory I propose we cross as well, starting in our next 
part. We'll look at the kind of unconscious, unexamined assumptions and beliefs that prevent us 
from making a difference with our lives in the face of the discouragement and lethargy of society 
in general.

(Continued in Part 2.)

Footnotes

(1) The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time Has Come. San Francisco: The 
Hunger Project, 1977. All quotes are from this booklet. 
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From Lives of Lethargy to Lives that Matter - Part 2/6 

(Continued from Part 1.)

The Assumption of Scarcity

The first “false grid” or belief system we may wish to look out for is the assumption of scarcity. 
Werner points out that we don’t simply think that things are scarce. We come from things being 
scarce.  That is, we think from a condition of scarcity.

He offers the example of love. We may never have had the thought that love is scarce. 
Nevertheless, we can still come scarcity with respect to love; that is, that love is scarce.

Certainly I’ve said to myself that I only have so much love I can give so I can’t love everybody. 
I’ve doled out love in the same way I dole out money: with an eye to making it last and having 
some to give in the future. Or to give some to get some, to make a profit by getting more love 
than I give, etc.

Time is another example. No one ever has enough time.

Because we think things like love and time are scarce, we act to protect them. We create an 
economy of things based upon their assumed scarceness and our need to have more of them, 
protect them, measure them out, make them last, etc.

Thus scarcity is “one component of the structure of beliefs through which we perceive the 
world.”  (1) It’s one of our filters.

Simply getting this matter as intellectual knowledge won’t do very much for us. Even getting a 
feel for it (experiential knowledge) may not be enough to move us to let it go. We need to get 
our assumption of scarcity at a direct and immediate, or realized, level.  Werner says:
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“You need to know it as a result of looking inside yourself and actually seeing how the 
belief in scarcity shapes your thoughts and actions..

“Pierce into your own system of beliefs and observe that you do believe in scarcity.

“While confronting this belief, get that it is not true that hunger and starvation persist on 
this planet because food is scarce.”

Just as inequities in distribution are what cause the persistence of hunger, not a lack of food, so 
with us financial wayshowerrs, the sequestering of money by the elite, and not a lack of money 
per se, is responsible for the poverty we see around us and our inability to respond to a situation 
such as the European migration. Millions if not billions of people are not living in poverty 
because money is scarce.

Our automatic assumption that money is scarce, rather than that it is plentiful but sequestered, 
prevents us from taking meaningful action to address the situation.

As it happens, global action is being taken to address both the sequestering and the 
redistribution of wealth.  This freeing of funds and their redistribution will fly in the face of our 
conditioned belief that money is scarce.

In our next part, I’d like to take a look at a second assumption: The assumption of inevitability.

(Continued in Part 3.)

Footnotes

(1) All quotes are from the Hunger Project, Ending Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time 
Has Come. San Francisco: The Hunger Project, 1977.
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From Lives of Lethargy to Lives that Matter - Part 3/6 

(Continued from Part 2.)

The Assumption of Inevitability

The second component of our thinking we come across when we look at the condition through 
which we’re perceiving financial lightwork is the assumption that the situations we’re addressing 
in the world are inevitable.

It’s inevitable that there be poor people in the world. It’s inevitable that some people will be 
homeless. It’s inevitable that some people fall through the cracks. Werner says:

“It is not true that things are inevitable. What is true is that we perceive the world through 
a condition - through an unconscious, unexamined structure of beliefs - which has a 
component called inevitability.

“You just know that, ‘If hunger could have ended, wouldn't we have ended it by now?’ It 
must be that when you have human beings, you have hunger. Like death and taxes, it 
has to be tolerated.” (1)

Intellectual knowledge of our filter is not enough.

“You have to first see for yourself that you have been looking through these two filters 
[i.e., realized knowledge].

“It is impossible to ever get clear about anything until you first truly clear yourself. You 
need to see that 15 million of us do not die as a consequence of hunger each year 
because hunger and starvation are inevitable.

“These deaths are not inevitable, any more than slavery was inevitable, any more than 
smallpox or polio was inevitable.”
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We have two factors in our favor: (1) We’ve been clearing ourselves for as long as we’ve been 
awake to the Nova Earth scenario and (2) the rising energies, now yielding to gamma rays, the 
Ascension energies, are lifting us to vibratory levels where our filters are of themselves naturally 
falling away. In other words, we’re progressively waking up.

Next I’d like to look at what Werner calls the assumption of no solutions.

(Continued in Part 4.)

Footnotes

(1) All quotes are from the Hunger Project, Ending Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time 
Has Come. San Francisco: The Hunger Project, 1977. 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From Lives of Lethargy to Lives that Matter - Part 4/6 

(Continued from Part 3.)

The Assumption of No Solutions

Werner calls the assumption of no solutions “perhaps the most pernicious and insidious aspect 
of the unconscious, unexamined structure of beliefs through which we perceive hunger and 
starvation.” (1)

There wouldn’t be a person on Earth who would “tolerate 21 children dying every minute as a 
result of hunger if we thought we had a solution that would prevent their dying.”

Everyone would get up off their couch and get to work to end conditions like hunger on our 
planet if we felt there were solutions. But we believe at a level that can be reached only by 
realized knowledge (as in an “Aha!”) that there are none.

Nothing we’ve ever tried has worked. The situations we face are incapable of solution.  No one 
we know can think at the level required to solve the problem.  And, hey, you know your idea? It 
won’t work either. Werner says:

“The truth is that people do not die of starvation because there are no solutions. The 
failure to grasp that is what makes people ask: ‘Well, what are you going to do about it?’

"As if what we did or didn't do were what caused the problem to persist in the first place.

“What they want to know is, what more are we going to do about it? What better solution 
have we come up with? What are we going to do that is different from what the experts 
have already done?”
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He asks us to “look into your own structure of beliefs, inside the condition from which you think 
about the persistence of hunger, and observe that you do believe there are no solutions.”

“While confronting this belief, get that there are solutions. And they are not merely good 
ideas. …

“Fifteen million of us do not die as a consequence of starvation each year because there 
are no solutions.”

Resources are scarce; the problem is inevitable; and there are no solutions. So we may as well 
give up right now. Hence our lethargy, apathy, indifference, etc., that Quan Ying and Archangel 
Gabrielle commented on lately.  (2)

And hence our sense of defeatism in approaching our work. We know at the outset that what we 
do will simply be an empty gesture. At best it’ll keep some families comfortable for a while 
before the whole effort is forgotten and fades away.

Next I’d like to add a fourth filter to the three Werner has provided us with.

(Continued in Part 5.)

Footnotes

(1) All quotes are from the Hunger Project, Ending Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time 
Has Come. San Francisco: The Hunger Project, 1977.

(2) "The Goddess Quan Yin on Indifference and Apathy" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2016/02/10/goddess-quan-yin-on-indifference-and-apathy/  and Archangel Gabrielle, "Eradicate 
Indifference," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2016/02/12/archangel-gabrielle-eradicate-
indifference/. 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From Lives of Lethargy to Lives that Matter - Part 5/6 

(Continued from Part 4.)

The Assumption of No Personal Responsibility

I’d like to add a fourth to Werner’s list of unconscious, unexamined assumptions and beliefs.

The fourth is the assumption that whatever it is that needs to be done is not something I’m 
capable of doing, not something that applies to me. This position asks the question: Why me? 
And concludes that I'm not the one to do the job.

This is the unwilling participant, the fearful, withdrawing child.  This is the being that needs 
triaging before he or she is willing to go forward.

Just as we’ve had it drilled into us that resources were scarce, poverty was inevitable, and there 
were no solutions, so we’ve been told each time we step out from the herd to actually offer 
solutions that we’re being arrogant, presumptuous, and vain.

What you and I have been doing for the past three or four years is clearing out these false 
beliefs and core issues, observing ourselves, seeing what we’re really up to.

Straightening out bent twigs that grew into great trees, (1) levelling the mountains of arrogance 
and filling the valleys of despair, making straight the way of the Lord. (2)

If there was any doubt that you and I are the ones, it'd be in regard to the ego-self. Those with 
high ego involvement may not be ready to do the work of financial wayshowing. They may be 
wedded to service to self rather than service to others.

But we find that even the ego-self is welcome, just not as commander-in-chief.

We are the cavalry. We are the ones they/we sent down here to get the job done.
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We are the specialists and the experts and the rank and file who are giving our best efforts to 
eradicate the problems of hunger, disease, poverty, and homelessness, once and for all, on 
Gaia.

Lightworkers will find themselves so far ahead of the pack at some early future date because of 
the cumulative effect of the study and clearing that we've done. At that point people will, I think, 
naturally and easily look to us for leadership as people who have an intelligent opinion on and 
intimate knowledge of what's happening around us.

Archangel Michael once addressed the question of our authority to speak and what he said is 
like our own Declaration of Independence. Please allow me to reproduce it in whole. I asked him 
on whose authority we stood forward to represent and speak for the collective. (3)

"You do it on the authority of the Divine Mother. You do it on my authority. You do it on 
the authority of the Company of Heaven, the Council of Love, your star family, your 
intergalactic brothers and sisters. But most of all, you do it on the authority of humanity. 
You do it on the authority of your sacred self.

"Authority, in the truest meaning of the word, is the assumption of a role and 
responsibility to fulfill a mission, an undertaking, whether it is of a long nature of several 
million years, or of a brief nature of an assignment.

"But you have come from a paradigm — a very strong paradigm — of control. So you 
have come from a system where people have said and believed: do you have the 
authority to do that? Always in a challenging and somewhat negative manner: by whose 
authority do you act?

"And for a variety of reasons, all related to liberation, freedom, and self-worth, there has 
been a hesitancy for human beings, individuals, to step forward and say, on my [own] 
authority, on my supreme authority as a servant of the Mother that lives within, as a 
servant of humanity for whom I speak.

"And then they will say, by whose authority do you have the right to speak for the 
collective? 

"That is where unity consciousness comes to the forefront. That is where the truth 
speaking — which has been very absent — where the truth speaking of what humanity 
truly wants, desires, yearns for, and diligently, consistently works to create, comes to the 
forefront. ...

"You begin to speak with authority and responsibility, because you cannot divorce these 
two; it is like hope and trust, you cannot divorce them, you cannot separate them.

"And you have the authority, the God-given source, whatever you choose to call the 
One, you have the authority to speak the truth, not of some concoction of what you think, 
or hope humanity wants, but the truth of what you know humanity wants in a collective 
way. Because you all want the same thing, regardless of cultures, of politics, of religions, 
of institutions, of backgrounds, socio-economics." (4)
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When I’m in bliss, as I am now, free of nervousness, full of confidence, everything is so clear.  
And you know, and I know, that this is where we're headed. This bliss, this result of the gamma 
rays and other rising energies, is what will gird our loins, so to speak.

When we say the Lord is our shepherd, the Lord is in this bliss. These very energies we bathe in 
are our shield and our buckler. They’ll see us through the valley of the shadow of death, which 
this chaos represents and which the dark forces believed they could use to defeat us.

When things are this clear, for as long as I'm in bliss, the next step is clear. And the next and the 
next.

In the following part, I’d like to look at the prison we build for ourselves by seeing life through 
these four filters.

(Concluded in  Part 6.)

Footnotes

(1) As the twig is bent, the tree inclines. Vasanas are what bend the twig.

(2) “The way of the Lord” is actually the sushumna canal, up which the kundalini travels. Making 
it straight means ironing out the blocks that stand in the way of the kundalini rising. But all 
Biblical passages have multiple levels of meaning. One level here is clearing the blocks and 
obstacles that lie in our way of making a difference in our world.

(3) I don't mean we arrogate to ourselves the right to speak for the collective. I'm speaking of 
new-paradigm leadership, which is about the divine qualities rather than old-paradigm 
leadership, which was about power and control.

(4) "Transcript: Archangel Michael – On Mastery and Leadership Part 2," May 23, 2015, at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/?p=258317
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From Lives of Lethargy to Lives that Matter - Part 6/6 

(Concluded from Part 5.)

Breaking Free from the Prison of Our Decisions and Conclusions

According to Werner, we, the majority of average, normal individuals in our society, have 
concluded at some level of our consciousness that resources are scarce; the problem is 
inevitable; there are no solutions; and who am I to think I can change it anyways?

Coming from seeing life through these four filters, we approach things having no high intention, 
little belief in ourselves or what we’re doing, little confidence, little persistence.  We already feel 
defeated. And it's a short walk thereafter to decline and despair.

We may find that we operate in a flighty fashion, hopping from cause to cause in a superficial 
manner, concentrating mainly on “looking good” or “sounding good,” rather than really 
addressing the core of any one problem.

What we do remains a gesture. It doesn’t get to the heart of the problem. We don't want to get 
to the heart of the problem because ... well, who are we anyways, after all?  And besides there 
are no solutions.

Around and around we go on a carousel of unworkability. We don't do what works and nothing 
we do works. And everything remains the same but different.

You and I are lightworkers. For as long as we’ve known we were, we’ve been studying the 
channeled messages of the Company of Heaven, under whatever name it's been called - White 
Brotherhood, Galactic Federation, Council of Love, etc.

They’ve coached us on the fact that this generation not only can make a global and even 
universal difference but that we will. This is the first generation in millennia who have the chance 
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to make life on this planet work, to refashion the Earth from a prison planet to the Garden of 
Eden it once was.

The benefit of Werner’s comments is that the pitfalls he points to are part of what stand in our 
way as we shoulder the task of becoming financial wayshowers and setting the planet on the 
road to workability.

The pitfalls he points to are part of our conditioning. They run very deep. We lightworkers, 
who've cleared so many core issues, have the capability and the awareness to now start 
becoming conscious of and letting go of our conditioning. That for me is the next step.

The financial wayshowers among us will have to let go of seeing resources as scarce, 
breakdown as inevitable, no solutions to fix the problem, and, well, it ain't us that needs to worry 
about it anyways.

Letting go of any piece of conditioning happens, as does everything else, at those three levels 
of knowledge that I've often talked about. We have to become aware of our conditioning at, not 
only the intellectual level, not only the experiential level, but the realizational level as well. Only 
then do we tend to let go of things as deep as our conditioning.

So this is the next step for us on Jacob's ladder of consciousness: To lay bare the elements of 
our conditioning.

Remember. The Problem = Vasanas + Conditioning.

Us - Vasanas - Conditioning = Our Natural State, Who We Are, God.

We should know by now how to handle a vasana. (1) With this introduction by Werner, I'd like to 
turn my attention a little more in future articles to our conditioning, our ways of being, the reality 
we create and the ways we create it.

Footnotes

(1) How to handle a vasana.

(A) Feel the feeling. Experience it. Be with it.

(B) Name it. Vasanas are organized in memory under feelings.

(C) Ask the mind to throw up an image, word, tune, that will identify the original traumatic 
incident in which the vasana was created.

(D) Go back there. Be with the feelings that have proven so difficult for you over the 
years. Experience the remembered situation through to completion.  Complete the 
incompleted. Experienced the unexperienced. Stop all resistance.

(E) The chances are the vasana will disappear, but it may come again weakened in 
force.  If so, repeat this procedure. 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Why Few of Our Global Solutions Seem to Work - Part 1/4 

    

Credit: new.euro-med.dk

If we’re to tackle a problem as serious and extensive as the mass migration into Europe, 
then we need to understand how and why so many attempts to tackle problems of this 
magnitude seem to have gone awry in the past.

We need to see the manner in which we normally approach problems like this and then 
discuss a new way.

We looked earlier at our unconscious and unexamined structure of belief and saw that 
we come from the assumptions that resources are scarce, suffering is inevitable, 
resources are scarce and, anyways, why should we care or do the work?

I’d like to take the process of examining how our minds work in this area a step further 
and look at the positions we take based on these assumptions.

When we were examining vasanas in past years, you recall that we said that, following 
the recording of the vasana, we reached a conclusion about the matter and then a 
decision. The decision was usually of the form “I’ll never do that again” or “I’ll always 
respond this way in similar future situations.”

In his booklet Ending Starvation, Werner Erhard calls the decisions that we make 
“positions.”

He looked at the positions that people and groups take on the problem of global 
starvation and found them to include:

(1) Distributing food better

(2) Seeing starvation as nature’s way of population control
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(3) Giving away excess food

(4) Letting the government solve the problem

(5) Getting industry to do it

(6) Getting churches to do it.

Any position we took, he found, calls up its opposite in equal measure.

If we said, “Let the churches do it,” it called up the opposite position of “Don’t leave it to 
the churches.” The government, the army, the churches - the same.

We can see this as a function of the way the mind operates in a dualistic dimension like 
the Third. Our minds think in terms of polar opposites or extremes and so a “yes” calls 
up a “no.” Positions call up opposition.

If we increase the strength of our “yes,” the other “side” (because we think in terms of 
sides) will increase the strength of their “no.”

So the moment that we take a position on the solution of the misery brought about by a 
mass migration, that position will call up its opposite.

And what happens to the effort involved is that, instead of addressing the problem, we 
become mired in arguments between the two sides. The media, which thrives on 
controversy, happily explores the why’s and wherefore’s of our differences. But the 
problem doesn't get resolved.

Instead we find ourselves in a fog thicker than pea soup. Says Werner of it: “The pea 
soup is a mass of confusion, controversy, argument, conflict, and opinions. It is, in fact, 
composed of positions and oppositions.” (1)

Never mind addressing and resolving the problem; we cannot even see it for the 
confusion and controversy which are generated around it. That controversy is generated 
not only by people who actively oppose it but also by people who cannot in the first place 
understand the nature of the problem being faced.

What many of us do in this circumstance is provide ourselves with an out by making a 
gesture. We donate $20 to Doctors without Borders or sign a petition and that’s the end 
of it. Nothing conclusive, no adequate response to the situation results from this way of 
being.

When we realize the extent of the opposition that we face in making a difference, we can 
be plunged further into despair. As this generation has uniquely seen, our donations to 
such things as the Presidents’ Fund to aid the victims of Haiti’s earthquake or Hurricane 
Katrina were stolen by the very figures who should reside at the pinnacle of our trust. (2) 
If our leaders are that corrupt, what hope is there for us? we ask ourselves.

(Continued in Part 2.)
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Footnotes

(1) Werner Erhard, The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time Has Come. 
San Francisco: The Hunger Project, 1977.

(2) Suzy Ward: With so much money donated for the reconstruction of Haiti after the 
earthquake a year ago, why is that country still a disaster zone?

Matthew Ward: Because those funds were stolen by the Illuminati after their technology 
caused the quake - that stealth is why former US presidents Clinton and Bush rushed to 
Haiti so quickly after the quake. (Matthew's Message, Jan. 15, 2011.) 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Why Few of Our Global Solutions Seem to Work - Part 2/4 

Change

Transformation

(Continued from Part 1.)

I’d like to introduce more notions from Werner Erhard’s work on ending hunger to assist 
us to think about the problem of the mass migration in Europe. I’d like to have these 
tools in our conceptual toolbox.

Change vs Transformation

A society that settles for gestures is also a society that settles for change rather than 
transformation.

What’s the difference between the two?
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Change is an alteration in content or form. For instance: Today I wore a blue shirt; 
tomorrow I’ll wear a white one. I had my hair up today; tomorrow I’ll let it down.

Said Angelo d’Amelio in the est Training in 1979:

“There is a difference between change and transform. ‘Change’ means an 
alteration in form; ‘transform’, an alteration in substance. When you change 
something, you pass something through something; when you transform it, you 
pass something through nothing.

“Nothing’ means you add nothing to the experience – no judgments, no 
expectations, nothing. That way you experience it and it disappears." (1)

The clearest example I could give of this is our approach to a core issue or vasana. 
Many people change the way they think, their choices, their reactions, etc., etc.

In the upset clearing process, we don’t change anything. At the heart of it is us sitting 
with and experiencing through to completion our feelings, thoughts, and images 
connected to the original incident in question. That causes the vasana to lift. Repeated 
processing causes it to disappear.

Proceeding by changing our thoughts and feelings does not resolve the vasana. But 
experiencing through to completion our thoughts and feelings does. The first is an 
example of change. The second is an example of transformation.

More, Better, Different

A society addicted to gestures and quick fixes changes things along three avenues. It 
either seeks more of something (more food, more money, etc.). Or it seeks to make 
something better (better distribution, better agricultural practices, etc.). Or it looks for 
something different (a “new” approach, an import from another society’s solutions, etc.).

But these, while altering the situation somewhat and perhaps resulting in a certain 
amelioration of things, usually don’t get at the heart of the problem: they don’t transform 
our attitude towards, estimation of, and approach to the problem and so it continues and 
may even grow.

More, better and different are about the best we can do coming from a model of change.

I can say what follows to this generation, but I probably could not to the generation 
Werner was speaking to.

The Fifth Dimension is by its very nature a transformational space; the Third is a 
change-full space.

Love, bliss and ecstacy transform our thoughts and feelings. Immediately gone are 
feelings of despair and hopelessness. In their place are feelings of umbrageous 
compassion and loving kindness.
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In the space then available, our solutions leave no one out and create no residue.

I remember the first time I entered the space of transformative love and bliss on October 
3, 2015, after the Blood Moon Equinox of Sept. 27-28, 2015.

It was so embarrassing because I was on my way to meet a reader who lived in 
Vancouver. I was going to discuss with him his possible involvement in the 
Michaelangelo Fund. And here I had just entered a blissful state. Holy mackerel! What 
was I to do?

What I got to see was that everything I did in bliss worked - not necessarily in a way that 
was predictable. But where we ended up absolutely resolved all concerns and it did so 
effortlessly. In bliss, except for such things as being too this or that (too inspired, too 
enthusiastic, too loud), I did what worked and what I did worked.

Transformative love, bliss and ecstacy are states associated with higher dimensions. If 
we were in those higher dimensions now, the problems faced by our society would either 
not be there or be quickly resolved. Without residue.

A world that works for everyone is simply another way of saying a Fifth-Dimensional, 
ascended world. But we are not ascended yet and so we have to talk about things which 
we may not, at this moment, know about - bliss and ecstacy are examples.

We may not have experienced transformative love or bliss or ecstacy. Or we may have 
only experienced them for a few minutes or seconds. But in fact what we are doing is 
inviting these spaces by focusing on them.

(To be continued in Part 3.)

Footnotes

(1) est Trainer Angelo d’Amelio, est Training, Nov. 1979. 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Why Few of Our Global Solutions Seem to Work - Part 3/4 

    

Credit: thinkershirts.com

(Continued from Part 2.)

In his booklet Ending Starvation, Werner Erhard goes on to say:

“Hunger and starvation on this planet are a function of the condition in which each of us 
lives his or her life.

“It isn’t what you are doing, or what I am doing, or what they are doing. It isn’t what you 
are not doing, or what I am not doing, or what they are not doing that is causing the 
persistence of hunger and starvation on the planet.

“The source of the problem is that you and I and they live in a condition.”

Werner defines a condition as “position, a point of view or belief, that functions as a fundamental 
ground of being.” What arises out of these conditions he calls “forces.”

It doesn’t matter whether we study political, or economic, or psychological forces. Whatever the 
forces are, they reinforce existing conditions and cause the status quo to persist.  Werner says:

“The forces in the world come from and are consistent with the existing content, the 
existing circumstances.  In turn, these content-determined forces circle back to reinforce 
the existing content, the existing circumstances, in an endless cycle.

“This process describes the condition of unworkability in which, no matter what you do, it 
does not work.” (2)

If we can imagine forces as horizontal lines and what will end hunger on the planet as a vertical 
line, then as we move along the vertical line, the horizontal forces operate to change all vertical 
movement to horizontal. Thus nothing we do succeeds as a result of the forces already existing.
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An Idea Whose Time Has Come

Paraphrasing Victor Hugo, Werner holds that “all the forces in the world are not so powerful as 
an idea whose time has come.” (3)

What makes an idea one whose time has come is that the idea moves from being positional, 
partial, incomplete to being contextual, holistic, and complete. It can hold all positions, without it 
detracting from the overarching applicabiity of the contextual idea.

Werner continues:

“When the time for things comes, they happen by whatever means are available. When 
an idea’s time comes, the forces in the world are transformed so that instead of what you 
do being unworkable, what you do works. And you do what works.” (4)

What indications have we that such ideas as peace and prosperity on Earth are ideas whose 
time has come?

For one thing, there are millions of our star brothers and sisters who've gathered around the 
planet to help us make the transition and transformation that Ascension represents. Their 
presence implies the fact that Ascension is a Divine plan and an idea whose time has come.

The galactics saved the planet from a meteorite over Russia by flying through the center of it 
and fragmenting it.  They cleaned up the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, and much of the radiation 
from Fukushima. They removed omnicidal depleted uranium from the atmosphere.
 

For the UFO intercepting the meteorite, see Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=U9dRl4LS04o

 
Without their intervention, we’d be a “dead” planet, like Mars or Venus.

Second, we have the communications from the Company of Heaven and galactic federations 
that tell us that Ascension is an idea whose time has come.

Third, we can make out the outlines of a vast network of “white hats” in the military,  
government, and elsewhere who are taking back the reins of power and decision-making away 
from the forces of disintegration.

How far they’ve progressed can be seen by such things as the rumored change of government 
in the United States and the freeing of significant sections of the Pentagon and CIA from dark 
control.

I’m willing to bet that the situation presented by the mass migrations would be handled without 
our intervention, through planetary abundance and Ascension itself. But we’re given the 
privilege of managing it ourselves, with their help.
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The management of a situation like the mass migrations is definitely an idea whose time has 
come from the vantage of point of the forces here to assist us. They include galactics, celestials, 
and ascended masters.

Our efforts in the 1970s could make little headway against the forces keeping hunger in place. 
But now the forces keeping hunger in place will make little headway against the Company of 
Heaven, who serve the Divine Plan.

Werner says:  “It is not a situation which makes something happen. It is its time coming which 
makes the space for creative solutions and enables the solutions you use to work.”  (5)

Implicit in what Werner says is the friendliness of the divine order to evolution, progress, 
perfection.

The purpose of life, as we know, is to have each of us realize our true identity as God - or as a 
fragment of God if you prefer. Each time one of us realizes our true identity, God meets God. 
For this meeting was all of life created.

We realize God through progressive learning from (in the Third and Fourth Dimensions) karmic 
situations experienced during life in a physical body.  Life is a learning situation, biased towards 
Self-Realization.

Therefore an idea friendly to Self-Realization will definitely see its time come at last. Ascension, 
planetary prosperity, peace on Earth - these are all ideas whose time has come.

Werner told the members of the Hunger Project that:

“The Hunger Project is not about doing something more to end hunger. It is not about doing 
something better to end hunger. It is not a different set of solutions to the problem of hunger.

“It is simply about causing the end of hunger and starvation on this planet to be an idea whose 
time has come.” (6)

Next I’d like to look at how the creation of context causes an idea’s time to come.

(Continued in Part 4.)

Footnotes

(1) Werner Erhard, The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time Has Come. San 
Francisco: The Hunger Project, 1977, 11-12.

(2) Ibid., 12-13.

(3) Ibid., 13.

(4) Ibid., 14.

(5) Loc. cit.
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(6) Ibid., 16. 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Why Few of Our Globasl Solutions Seem to Work - Part 4/4 

(Continued from Part 3.)

Changing things (the content) along the lines of more, better, and different does not cause an 
idea’s time to come.

Werner explains:

“An idea’s time comes when the state of its existence is transformed from content into 
context.

“As content, a idea expresses itself as, or takes the form of, a position. A position is 
dependent for its very existence on other positions; positions exist only in relation to 
other positions.” (1)

He tells us what he means by context:

“Context is not dependent on something outside itself for existence; it is whole and 
complete in itself and, as a function of being whole, it allows for, it generates parts - that 
is to say, it generates content.

“Content is a piece, a part of the whole; its very nature is partial.

“Context is the whole; its nature is complete.” (2)

Now Werner summarizes what will work to resolve a global situation such as the mass 
migrations:

“All the forces in the world are not so powerful as an idea whose time has come.
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“Context generates process. A contextually-generated process transcends the existing 
forces; it transforms those forces. A contextually-generated process aligns the existing 
forces within the context. Then the aligned forces provide a condition of workability.

“Every action taken in a context is a fulfillment of, an expression of, and a manifestation 
of that context. The pessimism, the cynicism, the position, ‘It can’t be done,’ are ground 
up by the process generated by the context, and are transformed into the material out of 
which the result is achieved.

“When an idea is transformed so that the apparently opposing idea actually validates 
and gives expression to the idea, then it is an idea whose time has come.” (3)

He adds:

“For me, the context created now has a power greater than those facts. It has the power 
to generate a process, to generate a set of forces which are aligned with the end of 
hunger and starvation and which will create the circumstances within the next 20 years 
for the end of starvation.” (4)

The Context in Which We’ll Resolve the Mass Migrations and Bring Peace to Earth

It’s now necessary for us to create a context that will include, transform, and transcend all 
positions, all forces, and all content.

I’d like to submit that that context is lready created, that Werner created it in the mid-1970s: He 
called it “a world that works for everyone.”

A world that works for everyone is holistic: it includes everyone, leaving no one out.

It’s friendly to social action: It looks for what doesn’t work and addresses it.

It’s open-ended: as each condition of unworkability is identified, it’s addressed by a society 
committed to workability.

It’s higher-dimensional: Fifth-Dimensional reality is by its nature a world that works for everyone.

The support of our star brothers and sisters, the celestials, and the ascended masters, the 
arrival of planetary prosperity, our commitment as ground crew to create that workable and 
working world, and the rising, transformative energies combine to make a world that works for 
everyone an idea whose time has come.  The New Earth that we're already in the process of 
creating is a world that works for everyone.

Werner tells us that the context will generate the process. Nonetheless, I've written a two-part 
series of articles (“The Principles of Largescale Employment”) on how to create projects that will 
address our current situation of unworkability

I’m going to repost that series even though I posted it just a few days ago. The articles are more 
properly issued now. If you've already read them, just pass them over now.
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That series embodies what Werner had next to say in his booklet Ending Starvation.  I’ll also be 
gathering these articles into a book for ease of consultation.

The deleterious effects of situations like the war in Syria and the mass migration which has 
come out of it will be contextually addressed and totally resolved, whether we participate in their 
resolution or not.

But we have the immense privilege and opportunity to be a vital part of their resolution.  It's time 
to shake off our despair and hopelessness and recognize the opportunity to make a huge 
difference in our world that lies before us.

Footnotes

(1) Werner Erhard, The End of Starvation: Creating an Idea Whose Time Has Come. San 
Francisco: The Hunger Project, 1977, 17.

(2) Ibid., 18.

(3) Ibid., 20.

(4) Ibid., 24. 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The Principles of Largescale Employment Projects - Part 1/2 

Folks, on the premise that we may soon need to be thinking about how to fund or create 
projects, I'm reposting this two-part series, written in 1995, four years after I first became aware 
that automation was consuming work, jobs, and careers.

The hardest thing about being a financial wayshower can be knowing how to think about things. 
Hopefully this two-part series helps. In an earlier version I wrote:

"We've been told that it's time to re-examine all our limiting beliefs, look at processes as 
generically and globally as possible, and borrow from what often lies in front of us to come up 
with radically-new solutions to creating a world that works. This article is meant to be a 
contribution to that outcome."

At a time when the bottom is falling out of the economy, when we've automated people out of 
work and shipped whatever jobs remained overseas, I think we need to seriously look at how to 
put our population back to work.  The following principles may clarify, and can be adapted to, the 
work of creating largescale employment projects. 

(1) Work is a Function of Unworkability

The first principle underlying the creation of largescale employment projects is that work is a 
function of unworkability.

If we think about it, workability is invisible and only unworkability is visible.

Any tool or machine that works usually doesn't attract our attention. But the squeaky wheel does 
and it gets the grease.

My computer, as long as it works, receives little or no attention from me. However, the minute it 
ceases working, I swing into action, attempting to fix it myself or having it repaired or replacing 
it.
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With the exception of preventive-maintenance programs, we usually do no other work on 
anything until it ceases to work; that is, until the situation becomes unworkable.

Therefore all largescale employment projects will in the first instance arise as the result of 
identifying a largescale instance of unworkability and then turning it into workability.  There's no 
lack of unworkability or “problems.”  So there is no lack of work for our population.

Examples of largescale instances of unworkability include global famine, disease, pollution, 
illiteracy, homelessness, etc. Unemployment is not a function of a lack of work. It's a function of 
a lack of means.

[And after the Reval, and later NESARA, there will be the means.]

(2) Value is a Function of Agreement

The second principle that I'd like to point to in the creation of largescale employment projects is 
that a change, solution, or opportunity, I believe, has value only because we say it has.

Take for example the case of nuclear missiles. To the best of my knowledge, every 
intercontinental ballistic missile that I'm aware of has only either sat in a silo or been launched 
up into the air to fall into the ocean.

[In fact we now know that no military on this planet has been allowed to explode a nuclear bomb 
with hostile intention since at least the 1950s.]

In fact ICBMs have value only because people regard them as valuable. They serve no direct 
useful function as, say, a car serves a function by transporting its passengers.

Some might say they serve the function of ensuring national security. I would argue to the 
contrary that they simply produce a condition of national insecurity. ICBMs have value only 
because we say they do.

Though they serve no direct useful function in the same way that a car does, they are still 
massively funded.

What this principle demonstrates to me is that a new solution or opportunity shouldn't be 
measured in terms of fictitious 'inherent' value, but in terms of the value that we attach to it. If a 
country deems the ending of hunger and poverty within its boundaries as valuable, money will 
be found to end them.

This principle gives us permission to allow ourselves to explore unheard-of or unthinkable 
opportunities and to focus our attention on how to create agreement around value rather than 
looking for non-existent inherent value. I believe that value is not inherent in a thing or event. 
Like beauty, value is in the eye of the beholder.

(3) Alignment Requires Deadlines

A third principle is that the social alignment needed to create a largescale employment project 
requires targetable, society-wide deadlines. If we want alignment on a planetary scale, we 
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cannot agree to accomplish our project “some day.” We must have a specific deadline to 
orchestrate the coordination involved.

Putting a man on the moon succeeded, all other things being equal, because President John F. 
Kennedy attached a deadline to it – the end of the Sixties. Had President Kennedy left the 
matter without a deadline, the necessary coordination of efforts might never have taken place 
and the goal might never have been achieved.

(4) Alignment Requires Win/Win, Global Solutions

A fourth principle in the creation of largescale employment projects is that win/lose solutions 
prevent alignment. Alignment is created with win/win solutions that leave no one out. Win/win 
solutions are global, contextual. They create no “us against them” divisions. They leave no 
residue.

Many society-wide solutions create as many problems as they solve. Their formulation creates 
new conflict. Their accomplishment transfers a burden from one shoulder to another. Their 
completion leaves a festering wound.

Social programs to fight crime, help minorities, or combat disease go on within a fragmented 
context, with some people left out of their scope, some people winning at other people's 
expense, and some people, identified as the cause of the problem, being penalized or 
ostracized.

At the moment our global scene is riven with divisions. Blocs of nations, rich and poor, of 
varying religions and creeds oppose one another. Typically these days [1995], alignment is 
sought by justifying one's own side and blaming the other.

Righting one imbalance or injustice at the cost of creating another will not create social 
alignment. Only global, win/win solutions to unworkability will win the degree of alignment that 
ensures success.

(Continued in Part 2.)

Footnotes

(1) I wrote politicians, labor leaders, anyone I could think of. No one listened.  I think people 
were too fascinated with their computers to realize the tremendous stripping of employment and 
the turning of the job market into a buyer's market that was soon to happen. Here is one article 
from 1998, published in the Toronto Globe and Mail. "If This is Your Job, Watch Out!" at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/automation/if-this-is-your-job-watch-out-1998/.

Equally ironic is that I collected probably the largest library of articles looking at how automation 
worked its way through the job market, collapsing firms, stripping entry-level jobs or any jobs 
that a computer could do, and ending entire careers. But when it came time to seek a library or 
archive for this collection, no institution was in the slightest bit interested. A phenomenon had 
just occurred that caused hardship to millions and ended forever the equitable workplace that 
we were building since the Fifties and not a person I knew or contacted had any interest in it. 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The Principles of Largescale Employment Projects - Part 2/2 

(Continued from Part 1.)

(5) The Resolution of Dissonance Creates Paradigmatic Breakthroughs

In the course of creating a largescale employment project, dissonance will arise. Disagreement 
may ensue. A scheme may be abandoned. But history shows numerous examples where 
dissonance has been the occasion, not for abandoning a scheme, but for creating a 
paradigmatic breakthrough.

Given the dissonance that may occur in our future, the need for mechanisms to bridge 
dissonance should be clear. If we're looking for paradigmatic breakthroughs, we must find new 
ways of addressing dissonance.

I can't think of an example of a social endeavor that illustrates this principle. In the course of my 
studies, I've only come across it in the resolution of personal dissonance but I'm willing to bet 
that the same principle can be applied to dissonance associated with largescale projects as 
well.

Here's an example. Max Weber created a distinction considered fundamental to the field of 
sociology out of resolving an ongoing family dispute.

His father, a rabbi, met Weber's sociological arguments with “unprovable” religious arguments, 
which Weber labelled 'values.' His own “provable” assertions he considered 'facts'. By bridging 
the two, and contextualizing them within sociology, he created a division between facts and 
values that remained a basic distinction in the sociologist's toolbox.

Another example: Benjamin Lee Whorf, before becoming an anthropologist, was a fire 
insurance investigator. He found that fires occurred because inaccurate  linguistic labels led 
people to misunderstand a situation and take hazardous actions.

A worker would see an “empty” oil drum and drop a lit match into it, overlooking that it was full of 
flammable vapors. An office worker would throw a coat over a cone heater and turn on the 
“light” switch, not knowing that the switch activated the heater. When the light didn’t go on, after 
the worker toggled it several times, he'd assume that the “light” didn’t work, leaving the heater to 
blaze underneath his coat.
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In the course of resolving these linguistic misconceptions, Whorf stumbled upon what has 
become known as the principle of linguistic relativity – that things are for us as we see and 
describe them.

Finally, Thomas Kuhn, working as a historian of science at a junior college, found the writers of 
outdated history texts touting their own age as the pinnacle of science, even though the age that 
succeeded it often discredited its science. Puzzled at how all eras could regard theirs as the 
height of attainment, when the science of their eras ultimately went nowhere, he arrived at the 
notion of temporocentrism – that people self-servingly represent their own as the best of all 
possible eras.

I realize that these examples don't shed light on largescale enterprises, but I wish only to 
consider the principle that lies beneath them.

By offering solutions that bridge cognitive dissonance, instead of abandoning fruitful schemes, 
we create paradigmatic breakthroughs. Therefore, dissonance in our personal lives (or in our 
social projects) should be seen neither as a stumbling block nor as an occasion for choosing 
one side against the other, but as an occasion to recontextualize and bridge the dissonance.

We might therefore welcome paradox, confusion, double binds, dualisms, and the clash of 
opposites when they arise in the course of our social alignments and common endeavors.

(6) Critics Identify Their Own Expertise

A sixth principle in the creation of largescale employment projects encourages us to look at our 
critics in a productive way.

Any genuinely new activity can't be fully planned in advance. The answers to many of its 
problems are found in the course of accomplishing the project itself.

Critics will arise, some sincere, some not.  The insincere we can pass by. But some critics are 
sincere and we may lose their expertise by dismissing them.

A more constructive response would be to see them as potential contributors, speaking from 
their own areas of experience and sometimes identifying important actions needing to be taken.

In the example of sending people to the moon, those who say that such-and-such a material 
won't work probably could very well be indicating knowledge of materials that will.

This principle reminds us to turn the negative to our advantage and harness the energy of those 
who can foresee the problems that stand in our way.

*********

These are just some initial thoughts on the principles of projects that might put people back to 
work or address areas of the world's unworkability.  In the language we use today, they assist us 
in the building of Nova Earth.
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I have in mind not some pharaoh's use of slaves to build a monument and not some 
manipulation of the masses to serve a reigning social class. Rather, I have in mind ennobling 
cooperative endeavors in which all people of the world participate for the benefit of the planet. (I 
have on occasion called this the vision of a "cooperative commonwealth" and, after Werner 
Erhard, "a world that works for everyone.")

To summarize, when we turn to addressing global famine, drought, poverty, homelessness, 
disease, infirmity, and inequality, the following principles may help us to frame an adequate, 
largescale response:

(1) Identifying areas of the world's unworkability, 
(2) Creating projects that express and reflect our values,
(3) Building alignment with win/win solutions,
(4) Setting targettable, society-wide deadlines that allow for project-wide coordination of 
efforts,
(5) Bridging dissonance and creating new paradigms,
(6) And asking our critics for their expertise.

I very well may have left many things out of consideration. If you see any, I welcome your 
contribution. This essay was not intended to end discussion, but to begin it. 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The Significance of Context and Transformation to Lightwork 
    

Werner leading a training in the Seventies

I’d like to increase the number of tools in our lightworker toolbox by looking at what Werner 
Erhard called “context” and “transformation.”

I look upon the Human Growth Movement as my Father and Spirituality as my Mother.  And, in 
my opinion, no one (with the possible exception of psychologist and workshop leader John 
Enright) approached Werner's mastery of human growth.

Werner had two experiences of enlightenment. The first woke him up to a new domain of 
possibility and the disappeared.

The second occurred while driving his car across the Golden Gate Bridge.  To try to convey 
what occurred and provide others with access to that experience, he created the est Training.

In all his programs, Werner combined social activism and spiritual depth in a unique and 
valuable approach to creating what he called a world that works for everyone. We call that world 
the Fifth Dimension.

Central to his view were the two notions of context and transformation.

What is Context?

Context for him meant the whole. The whole is equivalent to saying the One, All That Is, Unity, 
etc.

If Spirituality stresses unitive consciousness, I’d like to coin the phrase “holistic  consciousness” 
for Werner’s focus.  I think the two terms refer to the same state.
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One of Werner’s code names for God was “Everything/Nothing.”  God was everything that is, 
while at the same time being no thing. Krishna captured this paradox:

“This entire universe is pervaded by me, in that eternal form of mine which is not manifest to the 
senses. Although I am not within any creature, all creatures exist within me. I do not mean that 
they exist within me physically. That is my divine mystery. You must try to understand its nature. 
My Being sustains all creatures and brings them to birth, but has no physical contact with them.” 
(1)

Like so many paradoxes this one is resolved by distinguishing between the two levels of reality 
that are implied but not acknowledged.

“Everything” refers to all levels of reality, from the material to the transcendental.  God is 
everything. “Nothing” refers simply to the material: God is “no thing” or not a thing, an object - 
and especially not an object of awareness. God is the universal Subject, the only One that is, 
the One without a second.

When viewed from a transcendental standpoint, God is everything; when viewed from a material 
standpoint, God is "no thing."

That which is everything while being no thing is the context for all that is.

Context is a principle that organizes everything in the space it creates.  Examples of contexts 
include peace, health, love, etc.

War could go on in peace but peace cannot go on in war and a state of war exist. “War” does 
not describe the whole but “peace” does.

A context needs no maintenance. Peace needs no maintenance but war does. New recruits 
need to be trained. Men and materiel need to be transported to the front.

Battles need to be fought. The wounded need to be tended to and the dead buried. On and on 
the activities of war go until war finally ends in peace again.

Peace is therefore a context and war is a condition that goes on in the overarching context of 
peace.

Since only God is whole, context ultimately refers to God. “Coming from context” we’d call today 
coming form the divine qualities of love - bliss, compassion, detachment, patience, etc. Being 
qualities of God, they’re contextual or holistic.  Both Werner and the Company of Heaven, for 
instance, talk about coming from love. That'd be an example of what Werner meant by "coming 
from context."

What is Transformation?

The est Training was eminently hands-on. It wasn’t a mere discussion of spiritual truths. It was a 
training session in two things: Ways of being that worked to (1) end unwanted conditions like 
depression and despair and (2) provide the participant with tools to keep unfolding their own 
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transformation and that of society at large into transcendent satisfaction and universal 
workability.

What is the transformation that formed the second central concept of the est Training?

Transformation is an inner process of realization that results in an instantaneous discontinuity in 
thought and emotion. One is not the same after as one was before and yet one has not changed 
at all. "I used to be different," Werner would say, "and now I'm the same."

Change/no change is another paradox until we resolve it by sorting out the dimensions of reality 
being referred to.

“Transformation” refers to a shift at a very deep level of our being. Compared to it, “change”  
causes only superficial altering of surface matters (clothing, hairdo, habits, beliefs). The 
changes we make are merely cosmetic, merely window-dressing, compared to transformation.

Many aspects of the shift that transformation causes are permanent. Change does not produce 
a permanent shift.

At best, the impact  of change is weak and transitory.  Because it avoids a deep shift in 
consciousness while keeping us spiritually busy, it can be said to cause the persistence of the 
phenomenon in question. The unwanted condition, underneath the cosmetic changes, continues 
on.

Change can postpone the time of ascent by distracting us endlessly. The failure of change to 
ultimately satisfy means that we move from one sensory object or pursuit to another in an 
endless cycle of desire.

In our language, change is a Third-Dimensional concept; transformation is multidimensional.

If life is all about ascension from plane to plane to plane, then what Werner calls 
“transformation” is the way to ascend and ascend and ascend.

The significance of context and transformation to lightwork is that they provide a second 
perspective on the value of the ultimate goal - holistic or unitive consciousness - and the means 
of attaining it. For anyone who can't "get" the path and goal as the Company of Heaven are 
describing it, Werner's way offers an alternative.

Vigrinia Satir emphasized the usefulness of having three approaches to a therapeutic 
breakthrough. If we had one, we might encounter an insurmountable obstacle and have no way 
around it.

If we had two choices, the mind tends to make one right and the other wrong. So it creates 
having only one from two anyways.

If we have three choices, the mind cannot handle it. It tends to fall silent in the face of three.  I 
therefore am looking for a third approach in addition to Spirituality and Growth.
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The teachings attached to the Human-Growth perspective offer hands-on, practical ways of 
achieving the constant and continual opening that transformation is. If you don't think you know 
what these tools are and yet have been reading this site for any amount of time, you'll have 
been exposed to them because the extent to which I've drawn on Werner and other Growth 
leaders is great.

The Growth Movement in general offered us tools to harness the levels of intellectual and 
experiential knowledge to the process of ascendence, something many conventional Spiritual 
sources don't necessarily emphasize. Growth was more about a human push towards holistic 
consciousness rather than a divine pull. It was seen as "down and dirty," as opposed to the 
more pure and perfect conventional Spiritual paths.

Linda Dillon might say that growth concerns itself with a divine process of descendence - 
descent into the heart of physicality - our feelings, experience, beliefs and assumptions.  We 
ascend by descending into this now moment of life. We ascend by being here now. We ascend 
by being fully alive to everything in and around us while not attaching to anything.

We ascend by being fully who we are. And the "fully who we are" of Growth is no different than 
the "fully who we are" of Spirituality.

Footnotes

(1) Sri Krishna in Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood, trans., Bhagavad-Gita. 
The Song of God. New York and Scarborough: New American Library, 1972; c1944, 80. 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What Would You Want the World to Do? 

   

 Homs then....

   

 ... Homs now

It feels hard to be blissful right now.  I'm very much conscious of the huge and confronting issue 
that humanity is presented with by the prospect that a sizable portion of a nation (Syria) is 
uprooting themselves and fleeing its borders plus the dislocation that residents of other 
countries are suffering at the arrival of the refugees and migrants.

Whenever something like this happens, those who aren't directly affected can only bow in peace 
to those who are and do whatever they can to alleviate the situation. We cannot intimately know 
the depths of their suffering.
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Our 3D viewpoints cannot contain the tragedy. Why? For one reason, because we immediately 
see things in terms of polarity, which means in terms of sides. So we have the refugee/migrant 
side and the European-resident side. What is desirable for the migrants may not be desirable for 
the residents and vice versa.  The minute a person says one thing, taking one side into 
consideration, the other side may get quite exercised.

For another thing, the ten-percent effect quickly comes into play. Ten percent of the people 
involved in any mass event seem to come at it with an attitude of exploiting the other 90 
percent. If there is an unemployment-insurance program, ten percent will abuse it. A disability 
program, car insurance, on and on the social-welfare programs go which always have a 
percentage who abuse them.

Ten percent? Nine percent? Twenty percent? I don't know how much the percentage is, but 
some always abuse it.

I'll be telling the folks who assist me with the Michaelangelo Fund to just suck up the ten-percent 
losses as the price of doing business. I think we have to take the same approach here or we 
tend to give up trying to help.

Only from a higher-dimensional perspective can one see both sides as hurting and needing 
help. And until a few years ago, we'd have never even known that higher-dimensional 
perspectives existed. Or higher dimensions.

But you and I know they exist and that's the key to the help that we can (initially) provide.

The people affected by this mass migration in the first instance need a perspective in which 
these events can be held and approached.  You and I, aware as we are of the activities of the 
dark and the Light, are uniquely positioned to supply that perspective. "Uniquely positioned" 
because we agreed to play this role before birth.

"Uniquely positioned" because we're aware of the rising vibrations and their impact on us and 
our world.

We know that the situation we're facing was brought about through centuries of exploitation by a 
group of power-hungry people at the top of various national pyramids. We know them as the 
"Illuminati." They form secret governments, take over militaries, and play nations off against 
each other to conquer, rule and exploit them.

They sequester the world's wealth and heedlessly exploit the world's natural resources, for their 
own benefit.

A large part of a nation fleeing its own borders is the natural outgrowth of centuries of 
exploitation, oppression, murder, rape, on and on the list goes. Not just in Syria, because it isn't 
just Syria that's on the road, but many African nations as well.

Einstein knew that we could not solve our 3D problems by approaching them with 3D minds. 
Only 5D hearts will solve this problem.
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We have to get bigger.  By "bigger" I mean we have to open our hearts, and not just in the 3d 
sense of that, which charities are referring to when they ask us to open our hearts and our 
pocketbooks.

I mean the kind of heart openings that allow us entry to states of love, bliss, and ecstacy 
because it's from these higher-dimensional states that the answers become clear.

Those answers arise from the fertile ground of recognizing all of us as family, as sisters and 
brothers. This is only seen when one is drenched in love.

Stop trying to understand why this would be so and just try drawing love up from your heart and 
sending it out to the world. Love will lead the way.

The answers arise from a heart overflowing with love, which sees no differences but only unity, 
no sides but only oneness.

They arise from a person seeing that inaction is no longer supportable. We're all of us 
committed because this is our world. Just ask the off-worlders who are here waiting with open 
arms for us to wake up.

The answers also come from the courage that feeling love and bliss bestows. Love and bliss are 
worlds apart from our 3D feelings of selfishness, possessiveness, and control.

Our seeking love and bliss is not merely and narrowly "spiritual" in the sense that we just want 
to go off to a cave, meditate, and enjoy. "I'm OK but you're screwed," people who feel this way 
think.

It's dynamically and intimately social in that it allows us to see that the world's wealth is there for 
all of us to share, that even notions like national boundaries serve the interests of the few, and 
that this is one world, one cooperative commonwealth, of which all of us are stewards.

The revolution that Ascension is will not be accomplished by storming the Bastille - or the United 
Nations. It will be accomplished by each of us storming our own inner Bastilles, tearing down 
the inner ramparts, the inner dungeon of self-servingness and distrust, apathy and greed.

We need to open our hearts in a much more thorough-going way than a merely charitable reflex 
represents. Yes, assisting with money and resources is essential.  But it's only triaging. It's only 
the first response.

Much more is required, the bulk of which is not material. Love is not material. But it's needed 
much more than many material things are. Indeed, love being in place, all else will follow. It 
could not be otherwise. What love does not immediately answer, it will bring in its train.

You and I need to make clear to the world the perspective from which the problems presented 
by this huge migration can and will be solved. That perspective revolves around the divine 
qualities of love called compassion and loving-kindness.

Easy to get intellectually but not as easy to get as either experiential or realized knowledge. Not 
easy to get down to our bones.
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So our first service is to bring our higher-dimensional understanding (whether realized, 
experiential, or intellectual) to bear on this mammoth problem and offer the world a way in which 
the problem can be seen that allows for concrete, difference-making action to be taken.

Let's understand what's transpiring. Let's evaluate what needs to be done from a higher-
dimensional perspective. And then let's find ways of interjecting our perspective into the 
discussion of things.

Perspective first. Plans second. Action third. Unless someone homeless and hungry is standing 
right there in front of you.

Yes, we'll meet all the same voices that have defeated all manner of bold initiatives: there aren't 
enough resources for it; there'll always be displaced people; there are no workable solutions; 
and why should it concern us anyways? It isn't our problem.

Keep at it. If we keep putting love and truth out there long enough, what we say will eventually 
become the accepted truth and the common wisdom.

Put yourself in the place of the refugees and migrants. What would it take to have you leave 
your homeland and wander in the world with only a suitcase at best?

And what would you want the world to do? 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Some Said It in Dance. Some Said It in Song 

I was profoundly moved by what Sue Lie and the Arcturians had to say about the mass 
migration into Europe in the Hour with an Angel pre-record Tuesday.

They emphasized that we had to see this situation from a planetary level. They then went on to 
explain, from a planetary vantage point, what had happened. Their viewpoint is something we 
probably won't hear anywhere else.

Briefly, the have-nots of Syria, Africa and elsewhere are saying with their feet to the haves that 
they're fed up and they're not going to take any longer the inequity that exists between the West 
and the less developed countries.

I can appreciate that.

The Arcturians also said we who had long enjoyed security are now going to feel some of what 
it's like to live with insecurity. We must take the opportunity to solve problems like this at a 
planetary level or they will not go away, they said.

They seem to want us to turn the corner between inaction and action.  What is that action?

I'm proposing that lightworkers do whatever it is they love best - sing, dance, paint, write - but 
add to it the message "Illuminati, stand down!" Said with love but with firm insistence.

Who are we to say it? We're the people of this planet. We're the 97 percent.

Requiring the Illuminati to stand down falls naturally to us, I think, because we're the residents 
of this planet. Ours is a world of freewill and, in a freewill world, the guys in the rafters will not 
intervene unless invited to do so.

By opposing the Illuminati and asking them to stand down, we're expressing our freewill. That's 
the invitation that frees their hands to help us. And freeing their hands speeds everything up.
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Since the Illuminati has not led or followed in this area, we now ask them to step down and get 
out of the way. I'm reminded of the conversation in Gandhi between the British general and the 
Mahatma.

British general: "Do you mean to say that you think the British will simply get up and 
leave India?"

Gandhi: "Yes."

We're the ones destined to release ourselves from the grip of the elite once and for all, in love 
and in the name of all beings who live on Planet Earth.

As part of the Illuminati standing down, we propose to recover from them the wealth taken from 
the 97% and redistribute it to take care of the world; in particular but not by any means solely, to 
address situations like the mass migration to Europe.

Yes, the Reval will occur. Yes, many other things will happen as well. All of this taken together 
will right the imbalance in our world.

The way we take our stand is important.  We have to make our demands to the Illuminati in the 
same manner our higher-dimensional visitors would to them, observing the laws of the land, the 
universal laws, and the legitimate customs of the country or group.

We have to do it without resorting to violence or becoming vigilantes.

And we have to do it without restoring to corruption, greed, lust, or any of the other vices which 
have caused so many disasters in our world up till now.

These out-of-integrity ways of being need to go now, supplanted by authenticity, integrity, and 
compassion, as befits our handling of what's essentially the Divine Mother's wealth. (1)

The entire history of some nations, East and West, have been tales of corruption.  It sometimes 
seems universal or endemic to the background we're emerging from. And we aren't out of it yet.

What may have seemed like Pollyanna to us decades ago is now absolutely essential if we're to 
lift the world out of the place of decline it took itself to by following World Wars I and II with an 
all-out Illuminati offensive to dominate the world. 

This world would not have survived without the help it's received so far. Human beings - not 
aliens - nearly destroyed it.  Human beings - not aliens - now need to take control of the effort to 
rebuild Nova Earth.

If we're to present a credible showing as the first planet to mass ascend physically, I think we 
need to show that we're willing participants, that we have a stake in the matter, an ante in the 
game. And we have to show commitment and backbone. This is our planet and the higher guys 
know it. It's we who haven't acted until now as if it is.

So far we've acted mostly without any planetary consciousness, sometimes raping and 
pillaging. Our visitors don't do these things. There's no future for the way we've been conducting 
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ourselves on this planet up till now. Nor can we take much comfort from the past, except to learn 
what not to do.

What it would look like for lightworkers to be contributing to their greatest effect?

When I looked at the situation, I saw everyone conveying this message according to their 
highest bliss: "Illuminati, Stand Down!"  The message was said with love, but also with firm 
insistence.

Some said it in song. Some said it in dance. Some said it in art. Some said it in comedy. Some 
said it on the Internet. Some said it via bumper stickers.

"Illuminati, Stand Down!"

Illuminati, your part in the play is now ending. It's time to take your bow and leave the stage.

Illuminati, you had your mission and it was complete some time ago. It's time now to do what 
you agreed to do back then: Step down.

What's to be gained from taking this step?

First, we'll be sending a powerful message into the collective consciousness, where it resides 
and ripples through the deeper, hidden levels of our consciousness,

Second, this would make the message available for our own contemporaries in this realm to 
use.

Third, it'd also be available to free the higher realms up to act on our behalf given that we have 
collectively expressed our will.

If people just concentrated on following their own path and putting this message out into the 
world in whatever way suits them, I think the job would get done.  Never mind voting on the 
American President. Vote on the Illuminati - in or out.

Illuminati, stand down!

Footnotes

(1) What wealth is not of the Divine Mother? She is everything. Her gifts are more precious than 
rubies. 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The Value of Transparency and Authenticity 

What is transparency? Transparency means making visible that which is invisible, which it's 
important for others to know.  The most obvious and important example is making visible how 
we feel.

Our ideas about things relate to information, facts, materiality. They're intellectual knowledge - 
useful but limited in reach, power, and relevance.

Our feelings are the first level of beingness that's experiential. Experiential knowledge has more  
immediacy, impact, and relevance.

How we feel about something (and "I feel like" or "I feel that" is not a feeling) is the vital piece of 
information that people need to know about us to assess whether they'll act in the situation at 
hand or not.

Remember I said a few weeks ago that realizing I was out of touch with my feelings was a 
stunning discovery I made halfway through a three-month encounter group many moons ago.  
After that, I blasted my way through to being in touch with myself as a feeling being. Admittedly, 
I've lost some of that over the years.

People will feel comfortable taking steps on our behalf once they know how we feel. So 
transparency requires us to freely offer that information about ourselves; in other words, to be 
vulnerable.

Realized knowledge is tricky because, unlike experiential knowledge, which most people are 
familiar with, if we come from a state of being or from a state of certainty that others don't share, 
they appear to feel uncomfortable.   I tend to stay away from communicating realized knowledge 
and remain with experiential, unless I have a specific agreement with an individual.

Transparency with me goes almost as far as my audience can stand, but not farther. It's 
incumbent on me to show discretion in that area.
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Authenticity means that the outer is aligned with the inner. Our external words, gestures,  looks, 
and tone all accurately mirror our internal thoughts, feelings, and intentions. There's not a 
disconnect between the two.

This has implications. For one thing, who we say we are and who we are must be the same 
thing. Another way of saying that is that we need to be our word for authenticity to be served. 
We need to keep our promises and agreements. There's no misalignment between what we say 
and what we do, the talk and the walk.

What are the benefits of transparency and authenticity? We've discussed many times that we 
shining beings exist under an overburden of existential detritus.

Imagine that we're buried under an avalanche and we have to get out to live.  When we finally 
do emerge, we give a big sigh of relief.

The issues we continue to carry with us, the memories of our upsets, the resentments we have 
against people, all the unfinished business of life is what that avalanche is. I should know about 
this. My rapidly-disappearing cancer is apparently about disappointment - seeds of bitterness - 
which I've responded to over time by increasing my distance from people. (Don't worry. I'm OK. 
No emails please.)

The shining self that we are is digging its way out from under this avalanche by means of the 
clearing that we've all been doing for the last any number of years. We've been removing layer 
after layer of detritus, by many means.

We exist in fine form and entirely happy, underneath the avalanche.  But the ego self that goes 
along with this human package is not at all happy.  It's ironic that the ego self that requires us to 
rise up out of the avalanche is the very thing that disappears upon our emergence.

Transparency and authenticity are two approaches to making that overburden, that detritius or 
avalanche disappear.

The most central teaching of spirituality for me, the most valuable piece of advice I've ever 
heard, was Jesus saying: "The truth will set you free."

We're here to realize, not just intellectually or emotionally, who we truly are. We're here to 
realize the truth of our being and realizing that truth will set us free us from birth and death.

Transparency is revealing our truth to people. It's a truth practice. Authenticity is being the truth 
on the outside and the inside at the same time. In my view, they're both important Ascension 
practices.

But getting back to relationship, being transparent and being authentic are just the best ways to 
be, according to me. To actually know that the person standing before me is who she says she 
is, that she'll let me know her, that our lives could be an adventure, an exploration, instead of 
some brawling match that goes on until it dies, is supremely promising to me.

I've been interested in transparency and authenticity for decades.  Ever since my baptism by fire 
at Cold Mountain Institute in 1976, accelerated by my time in the est Network till 1982, I've seen 
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what dividends the two pay.  I want to emerge from the overburden. I'm serious about it. I'm 
committed to it in word and action. That invites me to be transparent and authentic.
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